
Zones of (Theoretical) Visual Influence 
(by v�rtlcal angle of view) 

The vertical ,nglt Is the sectional anglt the site- forms when viewed from a spec.Ifie location. Th-t! edge of the 
coloured area defines the visual envelope within the Local Study Area. 

This computer method helps define the measure of 
�----------------------� 

vlsual Impact the proposeod scheme might havt by 
llnking potential visual Impact to the vertical angle 
sul>tended at the viewpoint by the top and bottom 
extremities of the area being viewed, This gives a 
measure of how much of a given field of view Is 
cccui,led by the area when viewed from different 
loc&tlons.This method automatically takes Into 
account what eHect distance has on impact (ie. an 
c,bJect close to the viewer occupies a far greater 
vertical angle than s:ometlllng hundreds: of metres 
awav). 
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The computation also takes account of the curvature 
of the earth. The ZVJ val11.1es were calculated on a 
2Sm grid across the study area and polnts of the 
same value were linked t<> produce ·contours· of 
potential 'visual magnitude'. The computation 
utlllses Terrain S dUa, with woodland blocks and 
buildings acting as visual barriers. The 'actual' zone 
of visual Influence will l>e modified bv the effects of 
Intervening trees, hedgerows, other structures, 
minor land form features and atmospheric conditions. 
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